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a b s t r a c t

As buildings consume roughly one-third of global primary energy, more effective strategies are required
to convert on-site solar energy. Here, a multifunctional building façade system, using less than 1% of the
semiconductor materials of conventional systems, was tested and developed to expand opportunities for
net-zero commercial architecture by synergistically reducing cooling loads, lighting loads, and contri-
butions to urban heat island effects, while converting ambient solar energy resources for internal de-
mands. The Building Integrated, Transparent, Concentrating, Photovoltaic and Thermal collector
(BITCoPT) optically separates diffuse and direct irradiance, transmitting diffuse light for illumination and
views. Here, direct irradiance (which is often rejected in commercial buildings to control glare and
cooling loads) is intercepted by BITCoPT and converted into electricity and thermal energy. A prototype
was tested, demonstrating 43.6% cogeneration efficiency (at a 58 �C operating temperature) relative to
direct normal irradiance transmitted through the building's exterior glazing, and 39.0% at 70 �C (which
could supply active thermal processes at nominal coefficients of performance). An analytical model was
calibrated with observed data, showing good correlation. By substituting parameter values for projected
upgrades (to optics, cell type and exterior glazing) into the BITCoPT model, simulated cogeneration ef-
ficiency increased to 71.2% at 70 �C (31.2% electrical, 40.0% thermal).

© 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction: Building-integrated solar harvesting

Reducing the fossil fuel consumption of buildings is critical to-
wards improving the resiliency of our planetary environment, as
over one-third of current primary energy use is in the non-
industrial building sector [1,2]. Prior approaches towards reform-
ing the built environment process have had limited success in
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ied Science, Harvard Univer-
achieving sustainable development targets set by the United Na-
tions [3] and others, in part because advances in renewable energy
systems have not been adequately integrated into the balance of
the building's systems, resulting in inefficient and disaggregated
environmental controls. Furthermore, solar collection devices have
not reached the necessary efficiencies to justify covering areas with
opaque, single-function panels onto surfaces that are typically
prioritized for glazing. Because solar energy is a potentially multi-
faceted resource, here, a multifunctional approach was investi-
gated, whereby the various potentials of solar flux are matched
with both aesthetic and functional building requirements towards
improved net energy use, and energy consumption, at the whole-
building scale [4].

Currently, energy delivered to buildings sites from primary
sources is predominantly supplied in the form of high-grade car-
riers such as electricity and hydrocarbon fuels. However, the service
demands of the built environmentdsuch as lighting, heating,
cooling, ventilation, humidity control and human health and well-
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Nomenclature

Variables
A area (m2)
cscatt coefficient of optical scattering (dimensionless)
cp specific heat (kJ/kg-K)
E electricity (W)
F fraction of area ratio (dimensionless)
G solar power (W)
I solar irradiance (W/m2) or electrical current (A)
k conduction heat transfer coefficient (W/m-K), or

scaling constant
n index of refraction, or count (dimensionless)
Q thermal power (W)
R thermal resistance (K/W), or reflectance

(dimensionless)
T temperature (�C, K), or optical transmittance

(dimensionless)
U overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K)
V_ volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
V electrical potential (V)
x glazing lite thickness (m)
X concentration ratio (dimensionless)

Greek letters
h energy collection efficiency (dimensionless)
q angle of incidence (degrees)
r density (kg/m3)

Subscripts and Abbreviations
AIF active integrated façade

AOI angle of incidence
BIPV building-integrated photovoltaic
BIPVT building-integrated photovoltaic and solar thermal
BITCoPT building-integrated transparent concentrating

photovoltaic and thermal solar collector
cav cavity
cogen cogeneration (electrical and thermal collection)
CPV concentrator photovoltaic cell
DN direct normal solar irradiance
FF fill factor
Fres Fresnel (reflectance)
gen generation or collection
glaz glazing
homo homogeneous shading condition and cogeneration

status (of a set of modules)
hetero heterogeneous shading condition and cogeneration

status (of a set of modules)
HTF heat transfer fluid
lite lite (glazing)
OC open circuit (voltage)
opt concentrator optics
POE primary optical element
proj projected model configuration
proto operational prototype model configuration
PV photovoltaic
SC short circuit (current)
sfc surface
SA sub-array of BITCoPT modules
SOE secondary optical element
WBHX water block heat exchanger
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being factorsdcould potentially be met with distributed, lower
grade climatic energy resources that are available on-site. A
multifaceted, system-of-systems design approach would coordi-
nate and couple the specific characteristics and mechanisms
(rather than simply the quantities) of both the resources, and the
service demands.

A multifaceted approach to harvesting on-site solar energy
(insolation) for building use is investigated in this study because
solar energy is both plentiful in the built environment and currently
under-utilized [5]. Through fenestration strategies, available inso-
lation is transformed simultaneously into electricity, thermal en-
ergy, and luminance. Moreover, in commercial buildings, it is often
beneficial to limit solar gains, because there exist other large day-
time heat sources (such as equipment and people) which create
significant cooling demands. Addressing these multiple factors
togethermight therefore expand the opportunities for net-zero and
energy-positive building projects.

Insolation is available as diffuse and direct normal irradiance,
and both forms can be utilized to meet building service demands.
Daylight is advantageous for lighting indoors, as it naturally: con-
tributes to circadian entrainment (encouraging wakefulness [6]);
contributes to occupant satisfaction [7] and increased property
value [8]; and is implicated in other health and performance
therapies, including treatment of various depressions [9]. A base-
line diffuse luminous environment is generally desirable in com-
mercial office settings, so diffuse sunlight is potentially a cost-
effective method of providing sufficient (but not excess) illumina-
tion to a portion of the occupied floorplate, as gauged by a metric
such as Useful Daylighting Illuminance [10]. Conversely, the direct
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normal component of irradiance (IDN) has a lower average luminous
efficacy than the diffuse component [11], and due to its direction-
ality and intensity, often needs to bemodified by the fenestration to
be useful as indoor light without causing undue glare and thermal
gains, in cooling-dominated contexts and in certain building types
such as offices and classrooms where high contrast lighting is un-
desirable. Direct irradiance can, however, be converted to elec-
tricity with photovoltaics (PV) and captured as thermal energywith
appropriate heat exchangers. Additionally, if IDN is concentrated,
then it can be collected as thermal energy at temperatures high
enough to not-only provide heating, but also to drive heat engines,
thereby increasing the efficiency of the building's systems overall.

Beyond performance benefits, building-integrated solar con-
centration has potential life-cycle analysis (LCA) benefits over non-
concentrating PV: Optical concentrating collectors employ small-
format semiconductor photovoltaics in concert with fixturing and
optics constructed of abundant and recyclable materials (glass,
metal, plastic), rather than the relatively high amount of semi-
conductor material in conventional flat plate PV collectors. Largely
through the several-hundred-fold reduction in semiconductor
material, grid-scale concentrating solar systems were found to
improve in carbon dioxide emissions equivalence and energy
payback relative to mono-silicon PV, and to approach CdTe panel
technology values, with that technology's highly developed mate-
rial efficiency and supply chain [12].

Compounding the LCA benefits of these concentrating modules,
integration with other building systems adds further LCA and ma-
terial benefits. Because the building provides structural support, by
integrating tracking PV into a building's fenestration, less marginal
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structural rigidity is required than for stand-alone concentrating
systems. Types of building-integrated concentrating systems have
been found to be materially and life-cycle efficient relative to non-
concentrating systems [13]. Additionally, an LCA performed on a
housing unit with a prototype concentrating skylight concluded the
technology had a positive carbon balance relative to de-carbonizing
grid mixes, and baseline photovoltaics, even in a sub-optimal
(small, residential) program, suggesting potential on-going bene-
fits in evolving large-scale energy systems applications [14].

1.1. Precedents and related work: Studies and technologies for high-
efficiency building-integrated Photovoltaic and Thermal (BIPVT)
systems

Active Integrated Façade (AIF) technologies have consistently
been identified as potentially enabling for building self-sufficiency
[15,16]. In particular, shading systems, solar collecting AIFs (AIF-
SCs), Building-Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV), solar thermal and
BIPV with thermal collection (BIST and BIPVT), and concentrating
AIF-SCs are noted here as related technologies to the concept
studied. The ongoing development of material-scale glazing en-
hancements, both dynamic [17], and static [18,19], has potential for
AIF development as well, though this study focuses on device-scale
systems.

Dynamic shading systems such as motorized blinds or louvers
are gaining increasing commercial adoption for the mitigation of
undesired solar gains and even distribution of daylight throughout
an occupied space [20]. However, because their effectiveness at
reducing solar gain correlates to their opacity, active shading de-
vices often compromise between energy performance and desir-
able daylighting and views to the exterior [21]. As such, these
systems can have difficulty reducing glare to acceptable levels [22].
Due to the relative maturity of these motorized shading products,
research is active on their system parameters, and in particular,
control strategies [23]. But while active shading systems can reduce
energy demand, if they harvest on-site energy, they use conven-
tional BIPVwhich does not adequately supply the range of electrical
and hot water demands as required for on-site net-zero and
energy-positive buildings.

Solar-collecting AIFs (such as photovoltaic cladding, or lami-
nated, semi-transparent PV) collect and transform some insolation,
but despite their multiple society-wide benefits [24], their adoption
is yet limited, perhaps due (in part) to their being optimized to-
wards energy collection [25,26], which limits their potential for
return on investment, and results in compromises on other primary
envelope performance criteria. Building-Integrated PV fenestration
(BIPV) has long been investigated [27,28] and shows some com-
mercial uptake [29]. Fenestration is responsible for visual indoor-
outdoor connections, daylighting and management of heat and
moisture, and are the result of a multi-variate tradeoff process
[30,31]. Although BIPV power generation can be substantial, the
energy collection of an AIF-SC should support and even enhance
other criteria (Fig. 1), to encourage uptake.

BIPVs (similar to dynamic shading systems) are limited by the
tradeoff with the daylighting criteria of a building's fenestration
[32]. And although BIPV has been shown to reduce cooling loads
[33], energy generated can be outweighed by increased cooling
loads if the resultant envelope's heat transfer characteristics are not
appropriate [34], and conversely can poorly insulate against heat
loss in cold-climate conditions [35]. This apparent paradox high-
lights the need to integrate AIF design with the balance of a
building's systems.

To increase the utility of solar energy, combining BIPV with
thermal collection (cogeneration, or BIPVT) has been explored in
modelling and experimentation [36e39]. On-site thermal
619
collection is attractive thermodynamically, because it can offset
heat that would otherwise be supplied by high exergy-destruction
processes, namely fuel combustion (on-site, in boilers, or remote, in
power plants, for resistance heating). In simulation, BIPVT provides
higher combined efficiency than deploying only PV, thermal
collection, or a mixture of the two types [40,41]. Integrating a
cogeneration technology directly into a building's envelope is
shown to contribute value in some cases [42]. Like BIPV, these
systems can be semi-transparent (BISPVT), and can demonstrate
efficiency benefits alongside daylighting [43,44], albeit with similar
tradeoffs between areas for harvesting energy and areas for
daylighting and views [45]. Although exergetic efficiency of
collection increases with operating temperature (assuming losses
can be limited), BIPVT studies (with some exceptions such as [46])
largely focus on reducing PV cell temperatures (maintaining elec-
trical efficiency) and channeling the collected low-grade heat for
either direct use or for subsequent boosting in quality via heat
pumps [46].

To increase collection efficiency and address the compromises of
BIPV or building integrated solar thermal systems (between
desiring daylighting and preservation of views to the exterior)
concentrating and selective AIF-SCs have been explored [47].
Concentrating AIF-SCs redirect and intensify incident insolation,
either with mirrors [48e50], lenses [51e58] or with spectrally se-
lective surfaces [59,60] so that daylighting and/or views can be
provided along with power generation, and in some cases with
high-temperature collection, potentially increasing the efficiency of
cogeneration schemes [61]. In this context “high temperature” re-
fers to 50 �C and higher, which could drive scalable sorption chilling
processes at COPs of at least 0.5. (Temperatures towards 100 �C and
higher unlock more types of and more-efficient processes, but
require additional sub-component development in the collectors,
in part because radiative thermal losses become non-negligible
[62]. Research into this regime is on-going [63e65]). To the au-
thors’ knowledge, investigations have not yet been published into
concentrating BIPVT systems designed for explicit contributions to
this broad range of performance criteria: transparency, daylighting
and glare control, reduced cooling loads, high-temperature
cogeneration, minimized cross-section, and integration with unit-
ized curtain wall designs and building mechanical-electrical sub-
systems.

1.2. Response: building integrated, transparent, concentrating PV
and thermal collector

That AIF-SCs provide multiple benefits reflects the underlying
utility of controlling the flow of resources between the built and
natural environments. The investigation of this control paradigm
motivated the development of the specific technology in this study:
a Building Integrated, Transparent, Concentrating PV and Thermal
collector (BITCoPT) [66e68]. BITCoPT is an actively tracked array of
modules that are largely transparent to diffuse sunlight (to provide
daylighting), but intercept and concentrate the direct solar
component, converting it to electricity (via photovoltaics) and
thermal energy, via a hydronic heat transfer circuit (Fig. 2).

The arrays of concentrating modules are integrated into a
unitized curtain wall (or overhead canopy) cassette, to form the
envelope system of a building (Fig. 3). The collector is designed to
maximize the utility (and minimize the detriments) of envelope-
incident solar energy by providing diffuse daylighting, as well as
electricity and thermal energy that can used in multiple processes.

While building-integrated cogeneration is not novel, locating
the collector transparently within the glazed envelope (as with
BITCoPT) could encourage design of higher window-wall ratios
than otherwise optimal, as its inclusion might enhance daylighting,



Fig. 1. Integrating energy collection and distribution to the set of responsibilities and performance criteria of building envelope.

Fig. 2. Principal BITCoPT system components and energy flows showing mechanism for different treatment of direct and diffuse energy.
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allow views to the exterior, and reduce cooling loads. In a shoebox-
style room-scale simulation, BITCoPT demonstrated an over-50%
reduction in solar gain relative to baseline solar-control glazing,
with corresponding reductions in daylight glare probability [69],
while in modeling an (unconditioned) train station platform envi-
ronment with a solar canopy, a non-thermally active version of the
system showed a 6% increase in power output over laminated BIPV,
and improvements, on average, to Daylight Glare Indices across
rendered viewpoints and moments (with acknowledgement that
the index was conceived for indoor, side-lit environments) [70]. In
experimentation, solar transmittance through the system was
observed to average 0.11 under clear skies, and 0.25 under cloudy
skies, indicating preferential shading-out of direct gain [71]. (A
simplified prototype of the BITCoPT concept was measured that
620
was air-cooled, and did not include active, hydronic thermal
collection.)

The benefits of in-envelope concentration compound for
cooling-dominated scenarios, because incident solar energy that is
collected and redirected is prevented from becoming unwanted
solar gain in occupied spaces and can be applied to a building's
demands for service hot water and zone heating. And if, in addition
to electricity, a useful fraction of the incident solar resource can be
collected as thermal energy at elevated temperatures, that energy
can additionally power heat engine-driven processes such as
sorption chilling. These multiple effects suggest the utility of the
system, considering the increasing deployment of AIF-SCs such as
BIPV (Fig. 4).

The multiplicity of BITCoPT's system-level benefits, which



Fig. 3. Building-envelope Integrated, Transparent, Concentrating Photovoltaic and Thermal (BITCoPT) collector: inter-scalar integration with current architectural systems.

Fig. 4. Architectural integration and multifunctionality of BITCoPT relative to BIPV. Left: Taipei LEO (image: Littleha, Wikicommons.) Right: Demonstration of BITCoPT integrated in
UN Environment's Ecological Living Module, at UNHQ, New York, in July 2018.
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potentially make the concept impactful as a component of a
building system, derive from the interaction of its contributing
concepts (Fig. 5). By combining elements of multiple technologies,
the system's value proposition is to collect solar power at energy
and exergetic efficiencies comparable to alternative technology
(such as laminated BIPV, or other mentioned actively cooled con-
cepts), as well as gain-reduction and thermal harvesting, (as with
BIST), and daylighting and glare reduction (as with diffusing or
redirecting shaders), while maintaining views through to outdoors.

1.3. Research objectives: characterizing behavior of BITCoPT
operational prototype and model

The objectives of this study were three-fold. Firstly, an opera-
tional prototype of the BITCoPT systemwas characterized in a near-
full-scale installation. Secondly, a previously developed analytical
model [72] was compared to data from operation of the prototype,
to determine the model's capacity to represent the technology's
real-world behavior. Thirdly, parameters in the model were
adjusted to reflect a set of physical changes that would be
621
undertaken in a larger-scale collector, and performance of that
projected configuration was simulated.

2. Methods: Technology, model and prototype description

In this section the AIF-SC technology is described, as is the
analytical model, with differences highlighted between its proto-
type and projected configurations. Prototype operational details
and experimental setup are also described.

2.1. BITCoPT technology description

As an instance of an envelope-integrated climatic energy
metabolization strategy, BITCoPT comprises an array of actively
tracked, concentrating collector modules that transform insolation
into electricity (via photovoltaics) and thermal energy (via a hy-
dronic heat transfer circuit). The modules are suspended in col-
umns (or “stacks”) in the cavity of a deep-mullion curtain wall
cassette (Fig. 6).

The cassette forms the rain screen and thermal envelope of a



Fig. 5. Multiple system-level benefits derive from interaction of BITCoPT contributing
concepts.
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building, acting as a glazed exterior wall or roof. (Cassettes can also
be installed in tilted orientations, to maximize solar exposure, and
accommodate building designs.) The aperture of the cassette is
constructed of glass or other transparent materials such as ETFE.
The exterior glazing is highly transparent, to transmit solar energy
to the collector modules. The inner glazing's transparency and
thermal conductivity is specified according to the need of the
occupied space interior to the cassette. The cassette cavity is sealed
against uncontrolled infiltration from both outdoor and indoor
Fig. 6. A potential embodiment of BITCoPT. Left: section through a commercial building
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environments, but airflow could be supplied by filtered vents, as
necessary.

The BITCoPT array itself is mainly constructed from transparent
components, so that building occupants enjoy views to the exterior
as they would through other daylighting envelope systems (see
Graphical Abstract, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7).
2.1.1. Prototype construction: concentrator module, stack and array
In the module, the fundamental unit of BITCoPT, direct irradi-

ance is concentrated by achromatic, non-imaging lenses onto a
concentrator photovoltaic cell (CPV). The CPV converts a fraction of
incident insolation to electricity, while the balance is available for
thermal collection via a water block heat exchanger mated to the
back of the CPV (Fig. 8). A heat transfer fluid (HTF) circuit services
one or more stacks of modules in series, transferring collected
energy to a thermal reservoir.

The BITCoPTmodule includes the primary optical element (POE)
and the transparent structural back-shield, which maintains
alignment between the receiver, the POE, and the mechanical
tracking interfaces (Fig. 8). The receiver sub-assembly includes the
secondary optical element (SOE), CPV, and water block heat
exchanger.

Modules are grouped into stacks that extend the height of a
cassette; stacks are arrayed across the width of a cassette to fill its
area. A stack consists of a pair of toughened glass fins between
which the modules’ “pitch” bearings are fixed, like the rungs of a
ladder. The fin pairs are attached to a hanger cross piece which
rotates on a “yaw” bearing located along the centerline of the stack.
The bearings for each stack are suspended from a common support
member that spans the width of one cassette (Fig. 7).

Modules are actively tracked to the sun's position with two
degrees of freedom: the modules' rotation in the stack is the pitch
axis, and the stacks' rotation in the cassette is the yaw axis. All
stacks are yawed by a common linkage, while each stack has its
own linkage that pitches that stack's modules (Fig. 2). Tracking is
performed closed loop according to the frame reference of the
machine to the sun angle, as calculated by the NOAA algorithm [73].
2.1.2. Optical design: dual-axis tracked, two-element concentrator
Direct irradiance is concentrated onto each module's CPV

through a two-element Fresnel K€ohler-type integrator lens
façade cassette. Right: daylighting study revealing quality of façade transparency.



Fig. 7. BITCoPT operational prototype. Photograph taken looking out through the array
and window. Arrangement of modules into stacks and array is noted.

Fig. 8. BITCoPT prototype module components.
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assembly. The lens design was chosen for its tolerance of off-axis
illumination (the acceptable tracking error is � 0.5�) and its low
sensitivity to concentration ratio. The module design is optically
identical to that of the reference design [74], except for a slightly
smaller POE, resulting in a concentration ratio Xc ¼ 615 at f/
# ¼ 0.87. The SOE and CPV are optically coupled with an index-
matched silicone elastomer. The POE is embossed PMMA, while
the SOE is cast BK7 glass. Without anti-reflective (A/R) coatings on
either element, the reference design's optical efficiency of 84.9%,
although the observed efficiency in this experiment was lower.
Fig. 9. Thermal collection scheme. Two hydronic circuits linked through a crossflow
heat exchanger transfer thermal energy from BITCoPT to reservoir (with auxiliary
heater).
2.1.3. Electrical generation: multi-junction Concentrator
Photovoltaics

Direct insolation is converted to electricity by the CPV in each
module. In the operational prototype, the CPV (Spectrolab C3MJ
CCA100) [75] is a triple-junction cell of ACPV ¼ 1.0 cm2, mounted on
an alumina back plane in parallel with a bypass diode. The CPV's
nominal efficiency is hCPV,proto ¼ 38.5% at concentration ratio
623
XCPV ¼ 615 and cell temperature TCPV ¼ 25 �C. For the projected
model configuration, a generalized CPV was assumed based on
four-junction technology (described in Ref. [76]) with
hCPV,proj ¼ 42%. Details of modeling CPV efficiency are in Section
2.2.7.

2.1.4. Thermal energy collection: hydronic circuit
In the prototype, commercially available microprocessor coolers

(Swiftech Model MCW30) were used for CPV-fluid heat exchange.
The thermal resistance of these exchangers (RWBHX, proto) was
determined empirically. Understanding that high convection co-
efficients are important at low flow rates for high-concentration
CPV (as noted in Ref. [77]), heat exchangers had been designed
specifically for BITCoPT parameters. Although they were not
employed in this prototype, the projected model configuration in-
corporates performance curves (provided by their manufacturer)
that relate thermal resistance (RWBHX, proj) to fluid flow rate (V_HTF).
Thermal resistances are described in Section 2.2.8 and Appendix
A.4.

Fluid flow in the cassette is distributed through an inlet mani-
fold, to parallel branches of modules, which merge at an outlet
manifold. In the prototype, the twelve operational modules were
plumbed in series into one branch.

Thermal energy is collected in a fluid reservoir tank adjacent to
BITCoPT fromwhich fluid would be circulated to supply the various
demands of a building's systems (Fig. 9). In experimentation, heat
was transferred from BITCoPT to the reservoir via a crossflow heat
exchanger.

2.1.5. Wall and roof integration: modular envelope cassette
Although BITCoPT is designed to operate within a ventilation-

controlled cavity behind highly transparent glazing, the opera-
tional prototype was tested in a bay (an open cavity) behind a
double-hung window that was fitted with insulated glazing units
(IGUs) (Fig. 7). The prototype was, therefore, exposed to the
conditioned interior space, rather than sealedwithin a cassette. The
prototype is constructed with 24 modules: four stacks of six
modules each. While all four stacks of modules were tracking, and
optically active, only the central two stacks were instrumented for
collecting cogeneration data, while the left-most and right-most
stacks provided appropriate boundary conditions.

2.2. Analytical model details

The analytical model used to characterize BITCoPT is a quasi-



Table 2
Insolation and irradiance quantities.

Variable Description, Equation

IDN Building-independent direct normal irradiance (W/
m2)

GDN,POE Direct normal solar power incident on collector (W):

GDN;POE ¼ IDNTglaz;qAPOE
Pn
i¼1

FPOE;i
(1)

GDN,CPV Solar power incident on a module CPV (W):
GDN;CPV ¼ IDNTglaz;qAPOEhoptFPOE (2)
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steady state, lumped-capacitance representation of the system's
behavior. Energy balance equations are solved for module receivers
and for strings of modules at discrete time steps. The equations are
described in detail in an earlier study [84], with updates explained
in this section and in Appendix A.

The analytical model was used in two ways. Firstly, a set of pa-
rameters in the prototype model configuration was tuned accord-
ing to data from the operational prototype, to verify the ability of
the model to represent observed behavior. Secondly, a different set
of parameters was modified to reflect the performance of the
prototype with projected upgrades expected through further
development.

2.2.1. Model inputs and outputs
Relevant variable inputs and outputs for the BITCoPT analytical

model configurations are described in Table 1.

2.2.2. Solar input quantities
Three related quantities for irradiance and insolation were

referenced, as described in Table 2.
The direct irradiance incident on the collector's primary optics

GDN,POE (as measurable inside the exterior glazing of the cassette)
was the reference for efficiency in the prototype model configura-
tion. Tglaz,q is the transmittance of the exterior glazing to IDN (refer to
Section 2.2.3). APOE is the area of one module's primary lens optic
(constant at APOE ¼ 0.0626 m2). FPOE is the unshaded fraction of the
primary optic, a function of the array's pitch and yaw angles at a
given time. Different subsets of modules within the BITCoPT array
have different FPOE functions, depending on their location within
the array (refer to Section 2.2.4). GDN,CPV is the solar energy incident
on a module's CPV. This quantity applies in the receiver energy
balance and as the reference for CPV conversion efficiency (refer to
Section 2.2.6).

Due to uncertainties in the assembly of the prototype's modules,
the optics' transmission efficiency was one of the parameters
determined empirically, and then assumed constant across all
modules for the prototype model configuration (hopt,proto ¼ 57%).
For the projected model configuration, the efficiency was set as
reported in the literature of the reference lens design [86], with the
additional assumption of an A/R coating on the SOE
(hopt,proj ¼ 88.6%). It was noted that the lower observed prototype
optical efficiency could be due to poor coupling between SOE and
CPV, or light leakage at the encapsulant, as has been observed in the
literature [78].

2.2.3. Insolation flux through cassette glazing
BITCoPT is designed to function within a glazed cassette in a

curtain wall assembly; therefore, the optical properties of the
glazing were included in the analytical model. Transmittance of
Table 1
Analytical model inputs and outputs (both operational prototype and projected simulati

Model inputs Prototype config

BITCoPT orientation (tilt, cardinal direction) Vertical, 40� wes
BITCoPT module and stack configuration Two stacks of 6
Module shading function (FPOE) Determined thro
Direct normal irradiance (IDN) Measured at pla
Heat transfer fluid inlet temperature (THTF,in) Controlled with
Heat transfer fluid flow rate (V_HTF) Controlled, meas
Cavity temperature (Tcav) Measured

Model outputs

Electrical generation (net: Egen, efficiency: hEgen) Measured and ca
Thermal collection (net: Qgen, efficiency: hQgen) Measured and ca
Heat transfer fluid outlet temperature (THTF,out) Measured
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direct insolation (Tglaz,q) is attenuated by particulate soiling, bulk
optical scattering, and Fresnel reflections at the boundaries be-
tween non-index-matched transparent materials (as detailed in
Appendix A.1).
2.2.4. Module shading non-uniformity
Each module's primary optic can be partially shaded by: the

cassette's frame, adjacent modules and their lenses, and the
tracking structure. (Shading from external objects such as nearby
buildings was not evaluated in this study.) There are nine distinct
shading conditions a module might experience, depending on if the
module is located along the perimeter of the array to left, right, top,
or bottom, in one of the four corners, or in the central field con-
dition. Unique look-up tables (LUTs) were generated (using geo-
metric raytracing) for FPOE, the fraction of a module's primary optic
that remains unshaded with respect to the array's instantaneous
pitch and yaw angles. Per the generated LUTs, modules at the edges
of an array are shaded, on average, 10% more than modules
exhibiting the field condition, due to shadows cast by the cassette
frame.

However, for the projected model configuration, because the
dimensions of a typical expected use case (such as a commercial
building façade or atrium canopy) would be large, the proportion of
edge-condition to field-condition modules would be small, vali-
dating the assumption of a negligible edge effect. Therefore, to
simplify modeling, it was assumed that all modules in the projected
model configuration would exhibit the same (field) shading
condition.

To model the shading conditions for the operational prototype,
due to the limited size of the window bay and the crosspiece of the
window's sash frame, a unique FPOE LUT was generated for each of
the twelve operational modules (Refer to Appendix A.2 for details.).
2.2.5. Module-stack thermal circuit arrangements
In the operational prototype, the fluid circuits for the two

physical stacks (of six modules each) were connected into one
on configurations).

uration Projected configuration

t of south
modules, joined in series (12 total) One stack of 10 modules
ugh geometric simulation
ne of BITCoPT array (behind glazing), modified by FPOE
heater/thermostat
ured Controlled

lculated Simulated
lculated Simulated

Simulated
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series branch via an additional length (~2 m) of insulated tubing
between the outlet of the first stack and the inlet of the second
stack. A heat loss term was included in the prototype model
configuration to represent this tubing, similar to the representation
of the other tubing lengths between modules but scaled to the
longer length. The projected model configuration was specified to
be one physical stack, with equal tubing lengths between modules.
2.2.6. Sub-arrays for prototype measurement
Because the modules in the operational prototype experienced

heterogeneous shading conditions (and therefore heterogeneous
power generating characteristics), three different sub-arrays were
defined (Fig. 10).

To measure electrical power generation, a homogeneously
shaded, co-generating sub-array of six modules, SAcogen, homo, was
defined (nmodules, cogen,homo ¼ 6). Because three of the modules in
SAcogen, homo did not have inlet and outlet temperature sensors, to
measure cogeneration from modules in the field condition, a ho-
mogeneously shaded, fully instrumented sub-array of three mod-
ules, SAcogen, homo,FI, was defined (nmodules, cogen,homo,FI ¼ 3). Since this
sub-array was small (with higher measurement uncertainty), the
full array of twelve modules SAhetero was also analyzed for total
output, even though not all modules were generating both elec-
trical and thermal power (nmodules, hetero ¼ 12). With heterogeneous
cogeneration and shading conditions, and inlet/outlet temperature
sensors, this full array of 12 modules was the basis for the cali-
bration of model parameters.
2.2.7. CPV electrical generation efficiency
In the prototype model configuration, the CPV's electrical con-

version efficiency (nominally hCPV,nominal, proto ¼ 38.5% at 25 �C) was
represented by a multivariable regression of the manufacturer's
data with respect to temperature and concentration ratio [87] (see
Appendix A.3 for details).

For the projected model configuration, a nominal cell efficiency
was determined from published data [88, [79]] to be 46.0% ± 2.2% at
22.5 �C and 508X. To experience the same concentration factor
given the BITCoPT lens design, the area of the cell would be pro-
jected to increase to 118 mm2 (10.9 mm square). The nominal
projected efficiency in this study was therefore de-rated to
hCPV,nominal, proj ¼ 42.0%, to account for the reduction in active area,
absorption effects of the larger leads required to drain current from
the larger cell, and the increased shading (from the increased lead
height) of the extreme angle rays from the large-aperture optics.
The nominal efficiency is affected by cell temperature, which is
modeled by applying linear thermal coefficients for short circuit
current, open circuit voltage and fill factor.
Fig. 10. Three module sub-arrays of BITCoPT operational prototype were defined: 12 module
(SAcogen, homo), and 3 homogeneously shaded, fully instrumented modules (SAcogen, homo,FI).
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2.2.8. Thermal collection and transport behavior
Thermal energy collected by a BITCoPT module, stack, or array

was determined by

Qgen ¼ _VHTFrHTFcp;HTF
�
THTF;out � THTF;in

�
(3)

where V_HTF is the volumetric flow rate of the heat transfer fluid (m3/
s), rHTF is the fluid density, cp,HTF is the fluid specific heat and THTF
refers to the outlet and inlet fluid temperatures of the module,
stack, or array. Thermal losses from the insulated receivers and
from the insulated hydronic tubing were modeled as separate
transfers across bulk resistances. This method reiterated that used
in an earlier study [84], with specific updates as described in
Appendix A.4.

2.2.9. Projected model configuration details
By informing the analytical model with data from operating the

prototype, a projected model configuration was developed for the
BITCoPT behavior that might be expected in a real-world installa-
tion. This development involved two adjustments. First, parameters
and functions were modified that govern the behavior of compo-
nents described earlier (glazing types, concentrating optics effi-
ciency, water block thermal resistance, shading and stack
geometry). Second, the collector's geometry was generalized to be
one stack, ten modules tall. It was assumed the modules were
centrally located in a BITCoPT array, as described in Section 2.2.4.
The defined single stack of ten modules occupies a façade area of
0.958 m2.

2.2.10. Energy collection (cogeneration) efficiency
The primary performance metric in this study of BITCoPT is

cogeneration efficiency (hcogen): the fraction of available solar en-
ergy converted to either collected thermal energy or electricity.

Efficiencies were determined relative to the solar power avail-
able on the primary optics, which was calculated from the shading
look-up tables and the direct normal irradiance measured in the
cassette cavity during operation. For the prototype, efficiencies
were calculated for the homogenous sub-array:

hEgen;proto ¼
Egen

GDN;POEðn¼6Þ
(4)

hQgen;proto ¼
Qgenðn¼3Þ

GDN;POEðn¼3Þ
(5)

hcogen;proto ¼hEgen;proto þ hQgen;proto (6)

To project the efficiency of the BITCoPT prototype if installed in a
s experiencing heterogeneous shading (SAhetero), 6 modules with homogeneous shading



Fig. 12. Experimental setup: thermocouples installed at module receivers.
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real-world setting, the projected model configuration was run us-
ing the experimentally measured input conditions and building site
orientation. This projected cogeneration efficiency of the prototype
model configuration was calculated as:

hcogen;proj ¼
Egen;proj þ Qgen;proj

GDN;POEðn¼10Þ
(7)

2.3. Operational prototype details

To characterize the behavior of the BITCoPT prototype, it was
operated over a period of two months, installed in the southwest-
facing window of a commercial office tower in New York City (USA),
behind a double-hung window fitted with double-pane IGUs.
Climatically (although the surrounding region is more temperate)
due to urban heat island effect the test site in New York City is in
K€oppen Classification Cfa (Humid Subtropical), with an average
temperature of 13 �C, extreme seasonal temperature swings, and
weather-driven variations between direct-solar and diffuse-sky
conditions. The site is partially shaded from buildings to the
south and southwest, so the daily collection period occurred in the
early afternoon, during the hours of strongest insolation in a typical
day. Data from three days are presented: February 19, March 20,
and March 23.

Datawere collected on the flow rate and temperature of the heat
transfer fluid, the air temperature in the cavity, electrical genera-
tion, direct irradiance, and the shaded fractions of the modules’
primary optics. The operational prototype was outfitted with sen-
sors as detailed in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.

2.3.1. Measurements
Electricity generation was measured from SAcogen, homo, the sub-

array of six active modules that experience the same shading
condition (see Fig. 10). Power was measured by sinking to an
Fig. 11. BITCoPT prototype as tested, with sensor placements.
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electronic load.
To observe thermal transfers, measurements were taken of heat

transfer fluid temperature increases and flow rates both for
selected individual modules and for the 12-module sub-array
SAhetero. Air temperatures in the bay were also measured in two
locations. Data were logged through a purpose-built software
interface, which also provided automated and manual trim control
for the array's motion (See Appendix B.1 for details.).

3. Results: model validation; prototype and projected
efficiencies

Data from the operational prototype were interpreted to fulfill
three objectives: to evaluate the analytical model's predictive ca-
pacity, to determine the prototype's cogeneration efficiencies, and
to project the performance of BITCoPT as it might be installed. To
evaluate the model's predictive capacity, the prototype's observed
behavior was compared to outputs of the prototype model simu-
lation, relative to four measured inputs: direct normal irradiance,
heat transfer fluid temperatures, fluid flow rates and cavity air
temperatures. These measured inputs were then used as inputs to a
simulation using the projected model configuration, so projected
efficiency could be compared in a direct way to the observed
behavior of the prototype.

3.1. Model validation with observed prototype data

Simulated output from the model was tuned to measured re-
sults from operation of the prototype, at the testing site in New
York, NY and configured as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Values were
solved for for four parameter values in the prototype model
configuration by minimizing the root mean square error (RMSE)
between the simulated and observed generation and temperature
signals. The parameters of interest were: optical efficiency, water
block thermal resistance, heat transfer coefficients for losses from
receivers to cavity air, and heat losses through tubing insulation.
The compared signals were: electrical generation
(RMSEEgen ¼ 6.3%), thermal generation (RMSEQgen ¼ 4.3%), CPV
temperatures and the fluid temperatures at tubing inlets and
outlets.

Fig. 13 charts a comparison of measured to modeled values for
thermal generation from all twelve modules (SAhetero) and electrical
power generation from the six modules in SAcogen, homo, with (for
reference) measured direct irradiance and inlet manifold temper-
ature also charted.

The electricity generated by the six active modules in SAcogen,

homo was relatively constant at Egen ¥ 40 ± 0.7 W over the three
collection periods. Modeled Egen tracks observed Egen with some



Fig. 13. Observed prototype power generation: Solar power incident on twelve modules, inlet fluid temperature, electricity generated (from SAcogen, homo), thermal energy collected
(from SAhetero) during three reporting periods.
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over-prediction during the early part of theMarch 23rd data. Qgen in
the February 20th data remained relatively constant as two con-
ditions shifted in counteracting ways during the collection period:
shadows cast from the window frame and sash decreased on the
primary optics of the thermal-only modules (increasing the inso-
lation available for collection), while inlet temperatures increased
(as controlled by the auxiliary heater), decreasing the energy effi-
ciency of collection. Because the decrease in shading was not sig-
nificant on the six cogenerating modules, electrical output
remained stable. In the March 19th data both Egen and Qgen tracked
the measured irradiance, which, due to intermittent cloudiness,
varied over the collection period. It should be noted that while the
typical target flow rate during these periods of data acquisition is
V_HTF¼ 1.5*10�6 m3/s, the flowwas increased to V_HTF¼ 3.0*10�6 m3/
s on March 19th to reduce the risk of fluid boiling. Although the
modules tested in the prototype were neither contiguous (as they
were split over two stacks) nor homogenous (being either cogen-
erating or thermal-only), the analytical model accounted for these
heterogeneities, and the corroboration between measured and
modeled outputs demonstrated that themodel could reasonably be
tuned to represent the behavior of the operational prototype.

3.2. Experimental cogeneration efficiency

Cogeneration efficiencies were determined from prototype
operation for the fully instrumented, homogeneous sub-array SAc-

ogen, homo,FI, as charted in Fig. 14.
Over the three reporting periods, hcogen,proto ¥ 35%e44%

(hEgen,proto ¥ 20% and hQgen,proto ¥ 15%e23%). Thermal collection
Fig. 14. Observed energy efficiencies of ho
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ranged from 23.1% down to 17.5% as the inlet fluid temperature
ranged from 58 �C up to 80 �C.

In comparing efficiency to operating temperature, the peak
cogeneration energy efficiency observed was
hcogen,proto, ¼ 43.6% ± 9.1%, relative to module-incident direct solar
energy GDN,POE, at the lowest measured inlet temperature of 58 �C
(which would be suitable for service water heating, and limited
sorption chilling) as shown in Fig. 15.

At the measured temperature of 80 �C (suitable for both service
water heating and sorption chilling), hcogen,proto, ¼ 36.2% ± 7.7%.

3.3. Projected cogeneration efficiency

To project an optimized BITCoPT design, a simulation was run
using input conditions from the February 20th experimental data.
Outputs from the validated-prototype model and projected model
configurations were compared (Fig. 16). The projected model
configuration includes updated parameters and functions that
represent nominally efficient optics; high-transparency glazing;
updated CPVs; and flow-rate optimized heat exchangers (per Sec-
tion 2.2).

With the projected model configuration, simulated cogenera-
tion efficiency increased to hcogen,proj ¼ 74.3% (32.3% electrical and
42.0% thermal) at THTF,in ¼ 58 �C, the lower bound of analyzed
temperatures. At 70 �C (suitable for driving commercial adsorption
chillers at nominal COP), projected efficiency was 71.2% (31.2%
electrical and 40.0% thermal). At the highest analyzed temperature,
80 �C, projected efficiency was 69.4% (30.2% electrical and 39.2%
thermal). Cogeneration efficiency was therefore projected to
mogeneous sub-array SAcogen, homo,FI.



Fig. 15. Observed cogeneration efficiency hcogen, for the homogenous sub-array SAcogen,

homo,FI, as a function of THTF,in.

Fig. 16. Modeled prototype and projected energy efficiencies (using February 20th
input conditions).
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remain more stable as system temperature increased, decreasing
7% over the temperature range, relative to the observed efficiency,
628
which decreased 18%.

4. Discussion of experimental and projected results

As seen in Section 3.3, the projected cogeneration efficiency was
higher than what was experimentally observed, and maintained
better as system temperatures increased. The decrease in measured
efficiency with respect to inlet temperature is possibly a function of
lower-than-nominal insolation reaching the CPVs, due to lack of
experimental control over exterior glazing and optical efficiency in
the prototype. With the increased insolation available to the CPVs
(GDN,CPV) in the projected setup, losses (which are driven by the
temperature difference between the heat transfer fluid and the
cavity air) are less significant. The small decrease in efficiency with
respect to temperature in the projected results suggests that, if the
collected thermal energy was used to drive a heat engine, there is
leeway to set operating temperatures based on the engine's optimal
parameters.

BITCoPT's cogeneration correlates tightly with direct irradiance
(seenmost clearly in Fig. 13, March 19th data), and the flat response
to system temperature suggests the system could accept more
intense energy without unacceptable efficiency losses. This
behavior is expected from concentrating solar, and in climates with
less-direct solar characteristics, the generation capacity of BITCoPT
is diminished relative to non-concentrating strategies such as BIPV,
reducing the energy-savings contribution to the value proposition.
With multiple performance criteria influencing decisions of
fenestration type, however, other criteria might “make up” for the
reduced power output. For instance, in climates (such as the test
location, in New York City), with volatile weather patterns, spaces
with natural daylighting might experience frequent fluctuations in
illuminance due to passing clouds, and BITCoPT's tempering of
those variations (as noted earlier, in [83]) might have added value
for commercial spaces such as the offices within which the tests
were held, that typically require even lighting conditions and often
reject glare and heat of direct solar gain.

As a building-integrated daylighting and shading device, BIT-
CoPT is more complex than stand-alone solar cogeneration designs.
Consequently, there are more pathways for heat loss (and less solar
energy available for collection), than for stand-alone collectors. The
combined efficiencies (both measured and projected) suggest,
however, that this collection capacity could be useful, and warrants
further investigation, especially with the added benefit of
daylighting and access to exterior views, given the limited surface
area that many commercial buildings have for both windows and
solar collection. Given the market context of dynamic shading
systems, initial projections for the system costs place it well within
the upper range of current complex façade systems, while poten-
tially providing far greater combined impacts on cooling load re-
ductions, urban heat island impacts, and available heat, daylight,
and power. Additionally, because BITCoPT is designed as a sub-
system within a building's broader architectural systems, and
must fulfill multiple criteria to be considered successful, useful
additional analyses could include: how the cogeneration capacity
affects the electrical, lighting, heating, and cooling behavior of the
building; an investigation of the system's glare-reducing behavior;
and qualitative characterization of the views and lighting quality
provided. Broader characterization along these lines is important to
understand the concept's contribution towards the overall
approach and value proposition to integrated building design.

5. Summary

To develop deeper capabilities for buildings to collect and utilize
solar energy, a prototype of a façade system, the Building
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Integrated, Transparent, Concentrating Photovoltaic and Thermal
solar collector (BITCoPT) has been characterized by fitting an
analytical model to measurements from an operational prototype.
BITCoPT is conceived as an example of a building envelope that
dynamically mediates and buffers the energy and material flows
between external and interior environments. The collector is
designed to provide daylighting (by transmitting diffuse daylight)
and transform direct irradiance into electricity and thermal energy,
with high combined efficiency.

Results of experiments with the prototype, modeled output and
extended simulations are presented and discussed. The analytical
model demonstrated good ability to predict the cogeneration output
of BITCoPT. Further simulations were performed with the model to
explore the technology's potential performance. The prototype
demonstrated a cogeneration array efficiency of up to 43.6% relative
to direct irradiance that penetrates the envelope's exterior glazing
layer. With adjustments to model parameters that reflect anticipated
upgrades from the experimental prototype, projected cogeneration
array efficiencies of 74.3% at 58 �C and 71.2% at 70 �Cwere simulated,
suggesting the collected thermal energy would be suitable for
driving heat engine processes. With the analytical model in place,
future investigations can be done into the behavior of broader
building systems strategies that incorporate BITCoPT.

Although the first demonstration at scale of an integrated panel
into a domestic building for the UN Ecological Living Module pro-
gram (see Fig. 4) showed strong appreciation of the strategy by
multiple stakeholders, the potential for the acceptance and main-
tenance of dynamic systems in the built environment requires
further investigation. Although the system ran continuously
without maintenance interventions and is far less complex than it
may appear, a major motivating factor for increasing acceptance
would be a substantial reduction in the initial cost for environ-
mental controls systems for heating, ventilation, cooling and elec-
trical, due to the combined synergistic effects of simultaneously
lowering building lighting and cooling loads, while providing
electricity and high temperature heat for applications such as do-
mestic hot water consumption. Additionally, the aesthetic value as
well as the health and wellbeing functions of natural daylighting
and thermal control need to be further quantified and qualified. In
concert with providing daylighting, views to the exterior and
cooling load reductions, the system addresses the physiological and
psychological wellbeing of the building's occupants, by allowing far
greater access to natural daylight by separating the direct from the
diffuse beam. BITCoPT could generate electricity and thermal en-
ergy at a magnitude significant to commercial and other building
typologies, enabling net-zero or energy-positive operation in a
much wider range of circumstances than is currently considered.
Equally important to the integrated energy strategy, from a mate-
rial lifecycle and operations perspective, is the adaptable nature of
the BITCoPT assembly, which has been designed for disassembly
and reassembly, so that advances in the various components for
optics, heat capture and transfer, solar conversion, etc., can be
incorporated over time, allowing for an evolving integration of new
technologies and methods as they emerge.
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A. Analytical Model Details

Insolation Flux Through Cassette Glazing

Transmittance of glazing elements was modeled by

Tglaz;q ¼
�
1� Rsfc

cos qAOI

���
1� cscattxlite

cos qAOI

��
1� 2RFres

1þ RFres

��nlites

(A.1)

where Rsfc is the attenuation from particulate soiling on the first
glazing surface, qAOI is the angle of incidence between the solar
vector and the element's normal vector and cscatt is the coefficient of
scattering in the glass material. RFres is the Fresnel reflectance from
one surface (polarization independent), xlite is the glazing thickness
and nlites is the number of glazing lites. Fresnel reflections were
modeled with an approximate bidirectional reflectance distribu-
tion function [80]:

RFres ¼ R0 þ ð1� R0Þð1� cos qAOIÞ5 ; R0 ¼
 
nair � nglaz
nair þ nglaz

!2

(A.2)

where R0 is the reflectance at normal (qAOI ¼ 0�) while n is a ma-
terial index of refraction (nair ¼ 1.0 and nglaz ¼ 1.53). Parameters for
all glazing instances in both prototype and projected model con-
figurations are given in Table A1.



Table A1
Glazing loss parameters.

Parameter Prototype Glazing Projected Glazing

Rsfc 0.030 0.0
cscatt (1/mm) 0.0221 0.0075
xlite (mm) 3 6
nlites 2 1
Tglaz 0.69 0.88
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Glazing properties were measured as well as analytically
determined. For projected glazing instances, cscatt was derived from
manufacturer's data [81]. To inform the prototype model configu-
ration, the solar transmittance of the existing double-pane window
was measured to be Tglaz, proto ¼ 0.69 at qAOI ¼ 35�. Rsfc is derived
from Tglaz, proto. Solar transmittance Tglaz, proj of the exterior glazing
in the projected model configuration was modeled as a single
thickness of low-iron glass (Tglaz, proj ¼ 0.88).
Module Shading Non-Uniformity

Due to the geometry of the double-hungwindow bay intowhich
the operational prototype was installed, a unique Fpoe LUT (relative
to array yaw and pitch) was generated for each activemodule, using
geometric ray tracing. An instance of the ray tracing is shown in
Fig. A.1.

Fig. A.1. Simulation of angle-dependent shading conditions (FPOE) used to generate
unique LUTs for each module in prototype model configuration.
CPV Electrical Generation Efficiency

CPV conversion efficiency for the prototypemodel configuration
was modeled as follows:

hCPV ¼ Egen
GDN;CPV

(A.3)

hCPV ;proto ¼ 36:4þ5:0�10�4ð52:5�ðTCPV �273:15ÞÞ
þ
�
1:997�10�6

	
ðXCPV �627:5Þ (A.4)

Because the coefficient for the XCPV term is negligible relative to
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the coefficient for the TCPV term, the concentration ratio was
assumed constant and equal to the optical ratio Xopt: XCPV ¼ 615.

Nominal CPV efficiency in the projected model configuration is
affected by cell temperature, which is modeled by applying linear
thermal coefficients for short circuit current, open circuit voltage
and fill factor:

hCPV ;proj ¼ hnominal; C4J*


1�ð1� kscÞð1� kocÞð1� kFFÞ

� �TCPV � TCPV ;nominal
��

(A.5)

where the thermal coefficients are: kSC¼ 0.1%/K for the short circuit
current; kOC ¼ �0.14%/K for the open circuit voltage; and
kFF ¼ �0.18%/K for the fill factor, per the literature [82]. The varia-
tion of hCPV with incident flux density was neglected, as in the
observed data most energy was produced during periods with
strong irradiance, where flux density did not vary greatly.
Thermal Collection and Transport Behavior

Specific heat and density were assumed constant at
cp,HTF ¼ 4.190 kJ/kg-K and rHTF ¼ 974.9 kg/m3 , corresponding to an
average fluid temperature of 75 �C.

The resistance to heat flow across the water block heat
exchanger (RWBHX) was modeled by different methods from the
prototype to the projected model configurations. For the prototype
model configuration, with Qgen known, the temperature difference
across the water block was measured, comparing the temperature
measured (via embedded probe) at the CPV-water block mating
surface (TCPV) to the log-mean temperature of the fluid in the heat
exchanger (THTF,LMT):

RWBHX;proto ¼
TCPV � THTF;LMT

_VHTFrHTFcp;HTF
�
THTF;out � THTF;in

� (A.6)

The water block thermal resistance was determined to be RWBHX,

proto ¼ 0.90 K/W and 0.70 K/W at V_HTF ¼ 1.5*10�6 m3/s and
3*10�6 m3/s, respectively. For the projected model configuration,
the custom-spec heat exchanger was modeled with a regression of
the manufacturer's data describing RWBHX relative to mass flow:

RWBHX;proj ¼0:2487
��
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_VHTF

��0:773

(A.7)
Consideration of Parasitic and Radiation Terms

Two parasitic electrical losses are inherent in BITCoPT: electrical
power draw from the tracking actuators and HTF pumps. These
would represent a small fraction of the generation output of a full-
scale installation. Because the objectives of this analysis were to
measure cogeneration and to calibrate the model, tracking power
and pumping losses were not included, because they are not rep-
resented in the scope of the modeled system.

Re-radiation energy transfers in the system become substantial
as surface temperatures increase, particularly past 100 �C, as noted
in the literature [74]. Because the operating range of the current
BITCoPT design is below that threshold, radiation is not modeled
independently from the other heat loss terms. Collector designs
with higher concentration ratios might benefit from more detailed
modeling of the multiple thermal transfer mechanisms.
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B. Measurements, Control, Data Acquisition and Reduction

Methods of Measurements and Control

Electrical power generated by the serial string of modules was
measured by sinking power to an electronic load (BK Precision 8500).
The string's maximum power point was dynamically tracked to
within ±0.1 V through manual adjustments. The measured modules
were connected in series. 12AWG or larger copper wire was used to
minimize voltage drop in the module circuit. Direct irradiance was
measured with a pair of pyrheliometers (Hukseflux DR01), which
were 3rd-party calibrated prior to data acquisition. Beyond the use-
fulness of redundancy, dual instruments were utilized so that, at any
given time in the operation of the prototype, one sensor was exposed
to the sun, and not shaded by the frame of the window aperture.

Tomeasure the rise in temperature from individualmodules,fluid
temperaturesweremeasuredwith thermocoupleprobes at thewater
blocks’ inlets andoutlets (Fig.11).These thermocoupleswere installed
on the sixmodules in the third stackand thefirst and sixthmodules of
the second stack (denoted THTF in Fig. 11). The temperature rise from
the branch of modules was taken to be the difference between the
temperature at the inlet of the first module in the branch and at the
outlet of the last module. The tubing that connected the heat ex-
changers was insulated with low density neoprene foam
(k ¼ 0.0372 W/m-K at 32 �C) to a minimum thickness of 18 mm.

Heat transfer fluid flow rates were measured with float-type
volumetric flow meters (Porter F150-B125-60). To mitigate mea-
surement error, flow rates and floats were picked so that, for typical
rates (V_HTF¼ 1.5*10�6m3/s), readingswere athalf-heightor higheron
their scales and the temperature rise across the branch was large
relative to the measurement error stack-up. In the projected model
configuration, the thermal resistance across the modeled heat
exchanger increases with flow rate. In the prototype, however, vary-
ing flow rates had little effect on thermal collection, likely due to the
high flow capacity of the commercial water block heat exchangers
used, which would result in similar flow regimes for all tested flow
rates.

Fluid temperatures were measured with thermocouple probes
inserted into the flow through packing glands (Fig. 12). The ther-
mocouples were T-type (from Omega Engineering), ungrounded
and in 1 mm diameter stainless steel probe sheaths. At selected
modules additional temperatures were taken at the mating surface
between the water block heat exchanger and the CPV (Figs. 11 and
12). The ambient air temperature in the window bay cavity (Tcav,
proto) was measured with bare, ungrounded K-type thermocouples
(from Omega) in free air, in two locations: in the upper and lower
corners of the bay, and at the foot of the bay, at the outlet of a fan
coil unit that supplies tempered air (a component of the labo-
ratory's HVAC systems).

Because of the relatively small temperature differences across
each receiver water block, the thermocouples were calibrated
individually prior to experimentation by noting their readings in
both a well-stirred ice bath and a water bath at a consistent rolling
boil. The averages (means) of each sensor's sample set of readings
were then used to offset the lower and upper end of the sensors'
voltage-temperature response curves.

The thermal collection circuit is documented in Fig. 9. In the
operational prototype, flow in the collector circuit was driven by a
positive-displacement pump (Pentair pump GCBN23V) at a
631
constant speed. Pressure (and therefore flow rate) was modulated
by means of a bypass branch with a needle valve control. Flow
passed through a liquid/liquid plate heat exchanger before
returning to the pump, and a separate fluid circuit joined the sec-
ond side of the heat exchanger (in counter-flow) to a reservoir tank,
containing 10 kg of water (or 42 kJ/K heat capacity). The tank was
fitted with a thermostatically controlled 1 kW heating element,
which maintained the collector circuit inlet temperature to within
±0.5 �C of the chosen set point. The reservoir circuit was pressur-
ized with a low-head, high-flow circulator (Bell and Gossett NBF-
220, 0.12hp). Both circuits were fitted with expansion, bypass,
and fill mechanisms.

Data acquisition was performed on a PC through an interface
developed in the LabVIEWenvironment. Loggedmeasurements are
noted in Table 1. All measurements were taken and logged auto-
matically, except for flow rates, which were periodically read at the
flow meters and logged through the interface.

The prototype was controlled by software developed in the
LabVIEW environment. The software determined a yaw target for
the array and pitch targets for each stack, in open-loop control,
based on: the solar vector, the orientation of the array in space, and
alignment trims for each axis. The solar vector was calculated ac-
cording to NOAA's solar position algorithm [85]. Axis targets were
sent serially to an embedded motion controller which referenced
rotational encodersmounted on each yaw and pitch axis (five total).
It was observed that rotational jogs of less than 0.1� could be
repeated reliably on all axes, well within the ±0.5� optical align-
ment tolerance (Section 2.1.2).
Steady-State Definition

Because the changes in observed system state and inputs were
slow relative to the time constants of the systems thermal masses,
steady-state operation was assumed in the system models.
Analyzed datasets were therefore restricted to time periods that
approximated steady-state operation. The system was observed to
be in a steady state when changes in the temperature increase
across it were sufficiently gradual such that

d
dt

�
THTF;out � THTF;in

� � 0:026
�
1
s

�
THTF;in (B.1)

The principal cause of non-steady state operation was observed
to be fluctuations in input solar power, which drove system tem-
peratures (and power output) at a lag due to low heat transfer fluid
flow rates and the heat capacities of receiver components. However
gradual shifts in inputs were not observed to disrupt steady-state
behavior, where

d
dt
GDN;POE � 0:10

�
1
s

�
GDN;POE (B.2)

Data for characterizationwas chosen from periods of timewhen
these two conditions were met.
Uncertainty Characterization

Uncertainty in thermal collection (DQgen) stems from tempera-
ture and flow rate measurements as well as the correlations used
for specific heat values and density.



DQgen
¼
��
rHTFcp;HTFðTout � TinÞ

�2
D _V

2 þ
�

_VHTFcp;HTFðTout � TinÞ
�2

D2
r þ

�
_VHTFrHTFðTout � TinÞ

�2
D2
cp;HTF þ

�
� _VHTFrHTFcp;HTF

�2
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þ
�
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(B.3)
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Because DQgen was high relative to a module's thermal power
output, this output was characterized for the entire branch of
modules.

Uncertainty in electrical collection (DEgen) stemmed from the
measurement of generated power. Relative to DQgen, DEgen was
minor at 0.73 W.

DEgen ¼
h
I2DV

2 þ V2DI
2
i1
2 (B.4)

Uncertainties of experimental results are characterized using
propagation of uncertainty analysis, which assume no covariance
between measurements. Table B1 lists the uncertainties for the
measured values in the experiment, where FS indicates full-scale
reading, with values shown in parentheses.
Table B1
List of Uncertainties.

Parameter Uncertainty (Absolute or Relative)

_VHTF ±5% FS (3.5 *10�6 m3/s)

cp ±1% 4190 J/kg-K
rHTF ±1% 974.9 kg/m3

THTF ±0.5 �C (T-type), 1.1 �C (K-type)
Vgen ±0.05% þ 0.025% FS (120 V)
Igen ±0.2% þ 0.15% FS (30 A)
IDN ±1.2%
FPOE ±3%
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